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SUMMARY

The telecoms industry in Sub-Saharan African markets has fundamentaly changed

over the last 3 to 5 years. New challenges has appeared concerning the competition

landscape, pressure on revenue and profitability, changes affecting the value chain, 

impact of data and digital, influence of regulatory, etc.

All the above leads to the imperative for telecoms operators to leverage on key 

success factors in which Business Intelligence & Analytics play a crucial role.

The purpose of this proposition is to present the kind of support Strategy & Analytics

Consulting (SAC International) can bring to your company in order to provide you with

a world-class Business Intelligence unit, culture and capabilities.

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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“THINGS HAVE CHANGED… AND KEEP 

CHANGING IN THE SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

TELECOMS INDUSTRY…”

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Massive acquisitions, strong retention and value development still remain key business 
drivers of telecoms operators; but their nature/content is changing slightly. Acquisition will 
remain key for critical mass, ecosystem construction and digital penetration (penetration 
strategies, mobile money ecosystem, MVNOs); while value creation and valuable 
customers retention will be necessary to remain profitable (customer experience, value-
based management)…

Rivalries between operators and disruptive competition from OTTs have intensified in 
most markets, leading to an erosion and a migration of revenue. It becomes necessary to 
redefine the competition landscape/range of actors with new categories of players on 
board. Then products innovations, share of wallet, customer experience, partnerships, 
tariffs tactics, inter-industry competition are the visible battlefields…

Operators need to learn to live with lower margins. EBITDA margin is declining rapidly 
(from a median around 38% in 2006 for 93 selected operators in SSA, to 31% in 2016), 
due to a nexus of factors: price wars and value destruction, revenue-dilutive incremental 
subscribers, inability to contain the cost to serve, necessary investments in infrastructures 
to deliver products with lower margins (the “invest more, earn less” trap), market maturity, 
pressure from regulatory...

THINGS HAVE CHANGED AND KEEP CHANGING IN THE SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA TELECOMS 

INDUSTRY (1/3)

Data volume soars due to extensive demand (CAGR at 141% in SSA 2013-2016), but 
revenue is not catching up (CAGR around 24%) because telecoms leaders are yet to find 
the right and innovative data pricing solutions… In addition, more and more investments 
are needed to meet exploding data usage; but building scale is necessary to face 
effectively the “invest more, earn less” trap…

Voice revenue’s contribution in total service revenue has dropped from 85-88% in 2008-
2010 to 70-74% in 2015-2016 in West, Central and East Africa. As voice revenue is 
dropping, it is crucial to focus on the 3rd/4th curves of revenue (data, ICT and digital). But 
growing data, mobile money, disruptive innovations, online and other services require a 
more experiential approach. And in addition, as the innovation cycle becomes shorter, 
operators need to manage their products portfolio wisely… 

THE DECLINING 

PROFITABILITY

THE INTENSIFYING 

COMPETITION

IMPERATIVE OF NEW 

REVENUE STREAMS 

THE ENDLESS TRIPLE 

FOCUS

THE DATA GROWTH 

CHALLENGE
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Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Digital disruptions and the relative slowdown of the traditional business of telecoms oblige 
operators to operate strategic moves across the value chain. This is also important because 
telcos capture currently less than a third of the Internet market. So expanding into adjacent 
industries, reconfiguring the industry value chain, conducting horizontals or verticals, 
building efficient partnerships, acquisition opportunities, convergence and slicing industry, 
ecosystem development, etc will be important for growth… But this does imply new 
competitors to face, new business models to build, new KPIs to monitor, new skills to 
acquire, new disruptions to anticipate, etc…

It appears now obvious that making the customer unique and providing him with an 
incomparable experience will help a company protect its customer base and generate more 
value (also a necessity with increasingly well informed customers and the impact of 
consumers’ associations). But this is only possible if the company does not fail on any of the 
following points: considering customer experience as a company-wide culture, using the right 
metrics, taking advantage of analytics, managing the closed-loop feedback, etc.

We have clearly entered the era of “transparent gold” for those who can effectively convert 
data of all kinds into insights-action. Unfortunately many telecoms leaders are overwhelmed 
by the volume of data, and seem unable to extract the full value from the data sources. 
Strong analytics capabilities will provide a crucial competitive edge to “front runners”, and 
“laggards” will be in jeopardy…

THINGS HAVE CHANGED AND KEEP CHANGING IN THE SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA TELECOMS 

INDUSTRY (2/3)

BIG DATA & ANALYTICS 

CHALLENGE

NECESSARY MOVES 

ACROSS THE VALUE 

CHAIN

THE CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE NEBULA

Price wars (direct drops, bonuses, etc) has led to value destruction and the erosion of 
operators’ revenue and margin. And despite the efforts made to reduce the effective price per 
minute (-8%/year in 13 selected countries between 2010 and 2016), price issues stay 
invariably in the top 2 of the customers’ complaints (NPS detractors) in Central & West Africa, 
along with network quality. Operators need to find solutions on pricing simplicity, effective 
tariff rate control, premium rating & tariff re-balancing, agility on BTL offers, clear visibility on 
profitability per unit (customer, BTS, minute, MB, etc).

THE PRICING 

QUESTION
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With the increasing battle for share of wallet, it appears that value proposition and tariff 
innovation to migrate towards data as well as CLM/CVM initiatives and real-time campaign 
management will become key for extracting incremental value from customers. This 
supposes an accurate and deep knowledge of the customer (profile, behaviour; loyalty 
index, price sensitivity, cross-selling possibilities, etc). So front-runner operators will move 
from segmentation to individual customer knowledge…

THE VALUE-BASED 

MANAGEMENT LEVER

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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The influence of regulatory on both the evolution of the telecoms industry and the 
performance of the various actors is getting stronger and stronger (spectrum, taxation, ICT 
development policy, influence of incumbent operator, etc). So operators need to shape the 
regulatory/policy agenda wisely and more proactively…

The following critical spaces have been identified: efficient business models, business 
performance management, successful digital transformation, customer centricity, data 
management, operational excellence, adapted skills, high performance & value-centered
culture. Winning on these critical spaces is crucial for telecoms operators, and will require 
the implementation of an efficient and necessary business transformation…

THINGS HAVE CHANGED AND KEEP CHANGING IN THE SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA TELECOMS 

INDUSTRY (3/3)

THE REGULATORY 
CONSTRAINTS

THE VITAL BUSINESS 

TRANSFORMATION

Building business models adapted to the new context of telecoms is to generate value and 
remain profitable; hence the necessity to revisit the business model canvas. 
So operators will need to adapt to changing profit patterns: redefining core vs non-core, 
designing new distribution channels (e.g. “channel of one” approach), enhancing cost 
variability, costs centers becoming revenue generators, building the right partnerships...

PROFITABILITY & 

BUSINESS MODEL
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With the observed drop of margins, business efficiency (capital and operational) is crucial 
for keeping a sustainable profitability. And this search for efficiency generally combine 
various components: new operating models and processes, right metrics for business 
performance management, strategy review cycle, network optimization, infrastructure 
sharing and technology mix, device strategy and low cost solutions for profitable rural 
penetration, efficient fraud detection, better governance and ethics, etc…

PROFITABILITY & 

BUSINESS EFFICIENCY

In most of the markets in Sub-Saharan Africa, only the top 2 players are really profitable. 
So consolidation and market shake out will become the rule in many markets for the 
generalists (rule of 3&4). Penetration strategies, investments in infrastructures, 
distribution channels capillarity, MVNOs, etc are seen as examples of strategic priorities 
for many pure players…

PROFITABILITY & 

SCALE RACING

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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“A FEW GRAPHS FOR 

ILLUSTRATION…”

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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•High Value Customers contribute exponentially to both top and bottom line.

•There are implications in terms of the segments to focus upon (must-win battles).

2/3 of the revenues are concentrated in 20% of the users… but the others bring scale

VALUE CONCENTRATION

Q2-2016                                                 Q1-2016                                            Q4-2015         

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Distribution of the customer base by level of revenue

Source: Annual reports, Strategy & Analytics Consulting analysis
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Trend of the key curves of revenue for a typical African telecoms industry

5x

4x

3x

2x

1x

As voice revenue is dropping, operators need to win on Data, Digital and ICT…

CHANGES IN THE RVENUE STREAMS (1)

Conjoint effect of:

 Price wars (drops, bonuses, etc)

 OTTs offers

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Source: Annual reports, SAC analyses
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3G/4G network are expected to surpass 2G in the near future…

CHANGES IN THE REVENUE STREAMS (2)

Source: GSMA

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Technology migration in telecoms in Africa
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The data growth challenge: data volume soars, but revenue is not catching up…

CHANGES IN THE REVENUE STREAMS (3)

CAGR: 
+141%

CAGR: 
+24%

-44% The average YOY drop in the Price per MB between 2013 and 2016 in SSA…

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Source: Annual reports, SAC analyses
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Michael Porter’s 6 forces model for a typical Sub-Saharan African telecoms market

THREAT OF NEW ENTRANTS

THREAT OF NEW SUBSTITUTES

BARGAINING POWER OF BUYERS

BARGAINING POWER OF SUPPLIERS

 Multiple equipment suppliers

 Scare technical and management human 

resources

 Service differentiation

OTTs and other Internet services

Efficient backbone technologies

Cheaper alternatives

Packaged services

Lower switching costs

 Granular customer base with multiple 

segments and profiles

 MultiSIMs syndrome

 Low switching cost

 Some segments are highly price sensitive

 No product differentiation

 Social network allowing numerous 

pressure from customers

 Strong barriers to entry

 High capital fixed costs

 Regulatory approval and licensing

 Scare technical skill sets

 High operational costs

RIVALRY BETWEEN OPERATORS

 Strong competition intensity

 3 to 6 operators (high competition intensity)

 High pressure on price (price wars)

 Declining voice revenue

 Dozens of marketing campaigns/quarter

 High exit costs and barriers

 Rising competition with ISPs due to 3G/4G

RISING

HIGH

RISING
HIGH

LOW

Strong dynamic of forces within the telecoms that includes actors from other industries…

INCREASED COMPETITION AND CHANGES IN THE TELECOMS VALUE CHAIN

Regulatory initiatives (SIMs identification, 

mobile number portability, etc)

Regulatory penalties (network quality, 

identification, etc)

Rising telecoms taxes

RISING
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Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Source: SAC analyses
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Top 2 players (leader and challenger) are generally the only ones that are profitable…

SCALE IS KEY FOR SUCCESS

MTN-Benin

MTN-Botsw ana

MTN-Cameroon

MTN-Congo

MTN-Cote d'Ivoire

MTN-Guinea

MTN-Ghana

MTN-Nigeria

MTN-Rw anda

MTN-SA MTN-Uganda

MTN-Zambia
MTN-Iran

VODACOM-SA

VOD-Kenya-Safaricom

VODACOM-Tanzania
AIRTEL-Nigeria

AIRTEL-Gabon

AIRTEL-Congo,DRC

TIGO-Tanzania

TIGO-Tchad

TIGO-Rw anda

ETIS/MT-Morocco

ETIS/MT-Egypt

ZAIN-Saudi Arabia

ZAIN-Jordan

ZAIN-Kow eit

ZAIN-Sudan

ZAIN-Bahrain

ORANGE-Senegal

ORANGE-Mali

ORANGE-G. Bissau

ORANGE-Guinea

ETIS/MT-Nigeria

AIRTEL-Niger

ETIS/MT-CAR

ETIS/MT-Côte Ivoire

ETIS/MT-Tanzania

AIRTEL-UgandaVODACOM-Mozamb

Source: Annual reports, Strategy & Analytics Consulting analysis

 The leader is generally the most profitable operator in Africa & the Middle East.

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Leader

Not leader

Relationship between market position, competition intensity and profitability
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In most of the markets, the optimal number of actors is 2 or 3 operators…

CONSOLIDATION IS ABOUT TO BECOME THE RULE

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Optimal number of competitors per market in Sub-Saharan Africa
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Pressure on margins intensifies as ARPU declines and infrastructure costs are needed…

THE “INVEST MORE, EARN LESS” TRAP

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Source: Annual reports, SAC analyses
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Winning for a telecoms operators means being well armed on 6 areas…

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS (1)

Business transformation, 

digitalization, new 

business models, 

partnerships

Customer Value-Based

Management (BTL offers

from CLV/CVM) for tactical

actions

Operational excellence 

and cost optimization
(marketing, distribution, 

network)

Markets opportunities
(core and horizontalization) 

from technology

capabilities (MFS, m-

Commerce, etc)
Customer Experience

Management (processes, 

metrics, closed loop

feedback, etc)

Optimal value 

proposition (data pricing

and network 

profitability)

Key success factors

in telecoms

1

5

4

3

26

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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SO WHAT?

Managing data carefully is key for most of 

those key success factors;

hence the imperative to have a

STRONG BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE UNIT

A strong Business Intelligence is critical…

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS (2)

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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BI & Analytics play a crucial role in many areas in the company… 

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

1 Recommendation

engines

Algorithms for identifying highest likely value generating

next product to offer individual customers (cross- upselling)

5-10% increase in 

sales

2 Churn prevention Advanced models to identify churn risky custmers, likely

timing of churn and mitigating actions

5-8% reduction in 

churn

3 Marketing-Mix modeling Optimizing spend levels across all marketing categories

(ATL, SAC/SRC, pricing campaigns, etc)

15-20% higher spend

effectiveness

4 SAC/SRC optimization Shifting spend and focus in sales and retention towards

highest return across price plans, channels, segments, etc

Doubling of ROI 10-

20% drop in SARC

5 Revenue assurance Algorithms to identify wrong invoices/payments terms and 

take corrective actions

2-5% increase in 

revenue and EBITDA

6 Credit scoring/Bad debt Use analytics to develop superior risk scoring of own base. 20-30% reduction in 

bad debt

Value proposition Customer value-
based mngt

Markets
opportunities

Customer 
Experience

Operational
Excellence

Business 
Transformation

1 5432 6

How critical is the role played by BI/Aanalytics on those 6 success factors?

Financial benefits of applying advanced analytics in day-to-day operations

Source: McKinsey

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS (3)
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Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

“Strong analytics capabilities will provide a 

crucial competitive edge to “front runners”, and 

“laggards” will be in jeopardy…”
-Jay-Jay Essome Bell

CEO & Managing Partner SAC International

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE/ANALYTICS IS NOW KEY IN TELECOMS (1)

The science and the activities of BI/Analytics are evolving…

Interest for Business Intelligence & Business Analytics
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE/ANALYTICS IS NOW KEY IN TELECOMS (2)

FROM THE VARIOUS CONVERSATIONS WE HAD WITH VARIOUS TELECOMS 

EXECUTIVES IN AFRICA, WE EXTRACTED 4 KEY CONCERNS THAT ARE LINKED 

TO BUSINESS INTELIGENCE & ANALYTICS…

Telecoms leaders tend to give more importance to BI/Analytics related matters…

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE/ANALYTICS IS NOW KEY IN TELECOMS (3)

How can I set up an 

optimal BI structure 

and organization for 

my company?

How can I leverage 

on BI & Analytics to 

create more value 

for my business?

How can I make sure 

we have the right skills 

and training regarding 

BI & Analytics?

Which solutions can I 

acquire to manage 

and to boost my 

company’s revenue 

and sales?

1

3

2

4

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Telecoms leaders tend to give more importance to BI/Analytics related matters…
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SAC International has a large set of solutions to those concerns…

FROM CXOs’ 

CONCERNS …

… TO SAC’s 

SOLUTIONS

Enhancement of the BI capabilities

Tools to manage revenue & salesB

A

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE/ANALYTICS IS NOW KEY IN TELECOMS (4)
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ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Our areas of intervention in a nutshell.…

“Our offer for enhancing your BI capabilities 

includes:

1. an optimization of your BI unit (organization, 

process and tools to create more value) and; 

2. an upgrading of your staff’s skills on BI & 

Analytics (training modules).”

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Our areas of intervention in a nutshell.…

OPTIMIZATION OF 

THE BUSINESS 

INTELLIGENCE UNIT

1

BUSINESS 

INTELLIGENCE 

TRAINING MODULES

2

T1: Business Performance Management in Telecoms

T2: Basics of Business Intelligence & Analytics

T3: Data Mining & Customer Value Management

A1: Business Intelligence Readiness Assessment and definition of 

the optimal BI organization

A2: Implementation of an optimal business performance 

management process with a strategic analysis framework

AREAS ACTIVITIES

A3: Implementation of a value creation framework including

Pricing Optimization and Customer Value-Based Management

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE 

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 

UNIT

1

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 

TRAINING MODULES

2

Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

OPTIMAL BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE ASSESSMENT AND OPTIMAL ORGANIZATION

PRICE OPTIMIZATION & CUSTOMER VALUE-BASED MANAGEMENT

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Conducting a Business Intelligence Readiness Assessment + Defining the 

optimal organization

A1

Objectives

 Measure the level of maturity of BI/Analytics in the company and the quality of 

support the BI unit brings to the business.

 Determine the correction points needed to make sure BI can really assist the 

company’s development (structure and organization).

Outcomes

 Business Intelligence maturity score and interpretation.

 Optimal BI organization for the company (size, structure, skills, tools).

 Activities to be conducted by the BI unit, and applications of analytics.

 Mapping and booklet of the the BI processes and interactions.

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Conducting a Business Intelligence Readiness Assessment + Defining the 

optimal organization

1. Review of all the company’s processes linked to BI activities and enablers: 

reporting, performance analysis, market research, customer analytics, value-

based management, competitive intelligence, technology, people, etc.

2. Determination and interpretation of the BI score and level of maturity.

3. Analyze the implications of the BI gaps upon the company’s performance.

4. Implementation of the optimal BI structure according to the level of maturity, the 

company’s size and performance, the competition intensity.

5. Organization of the key BI activities and responsibilities.

6. Put in place all the basic reporting tools needed in Marketing and Sales.

7. Propose a list of all market research that could help the company better

understand its customers and the distribution channels.

8. Implement a competitive intelligence framework including a competitor watch

and competitor analytics activities.

9. Determine the optimal BI structure needed to meet the company’s needs and 

challenges.

10.Build the job profile for the BI team, and assist in the recruitment of the BI staff.

A1

Activities

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

 BI readiness framework.

 BI readiness questionnaire and check-list.

 BI staff job profiles and recruitment tests.

 Bank of BI/Analytics applications in telecoms.

 Book: « Business Intelligence Handbook:The science of winning ».

Conducting a Business Intelligence Readiness Assessment + Defining the 

optimal organization

A1

Tools

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

OPTIMAL BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE ASSESSMENT AND OPTIMAL ORGANIZATION

PRICE OPTIMIZATION & CUSTOMER VALUE-BASED MANAGEMENT

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Implementation of an optimal business performance management process with

a strategic analysis framework

A2

Objectives

 Put in place or optimize the business performance management processes and 

tools capturing internal and external data so that the Management Team can

better understand, anticipate and then drive the business. 

 Conduct a strategic analysis of the company and its business.

Outcomes

 Findings of the company’s business performance and strategy assessment.

 List of traditional and new business KPIs.

 CEO Cockpit, CMO Dashboard and other daily, weekly and monthly reporting tools

and templates.

 Advanced competitor watch template and analytics tools.

 Engine Room to synchronize Marketing, Sales and Network performance.

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Implementation of an optimal business performance management process with

a strategic analysis framework

A2

1. Review and assessment of all the reporting tools that intend to follow the company’s

performance.

2. Review and assessment of all the data flows and interactions between data providers 

and the BI team.

3. Determine the critical KPIs needed to monitor the company’s performance as well as 

the market (competition, customers, distributors, etc).

4. Establish clear SLAs between data providers and the BI unit.

5. Put in place all the reporting tools needed for the Management Team on a daily, weekly, 

monthly basis.

6. Realize a 720 assessment of the company’s performance.

7. Realize a strategy assessment of the company

8. Organize the performance review sessions intended to monitor the business and to 

take correctives actions.

9. Organize the business planning process and the strategy sessions involving marketing 

and sales.

10.Implement a monthly/weekly Engine Room process that will synchronize Marketing, 

Sales and Network performance in each geographic area.

Activities

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Implementation of an optimal business performance management process with

a strategic analysis framework

A2

 SAC’s 720 business performance assessment framework.

 SAC’s check-list of Top 150 telecoms KPIs.

 Book: « Business Performance Management in Telecoms: Putting analytics at 

the core of the business ».

 Book: « Analytical Strategy Framework: How can telecoms operators build

efficient strategies in African markets».

Tools

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

OPTIMAL BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE ASSESSMENT AND OPTIMAL ORGANIZATION

PRICE OPTIMIZATION & CUSTOMER VALUE-BASED MANAGEMENT

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Implementation of a value creation framework including Pricing Optimization

and Customer Value-Based Management (CLM/CVM)

A3

Objectives

 Determine the right pricing strategy & tactics for voice and data in order to 

generate more value (revenue and profits).

 Implement a framework that could help the company build customized offers in 

order to generate additional revenue from customers and ensure retention.

Outcomes

 Optimal pricing (voice, data) including bunding for the various segments of customers.

 Multi-stage (multivariate ad nano-) segmentation of the customer base.

 Real-time campaign management process and tools.

 Customer value-based management framework.

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

A3

The 

general

framework

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Implementation of a value creation framework including Pricing Optimization

and Customer Value-Based Management (CLM/CVM)
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

A3

Pricing 

optimization

framework

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Implementation of a value creation framework including Pricing Optimization

and Customer Value-Based Management (CLM/CVM)

Voice pricing insights

 ERM and traffic cross analysis

 Price sensitivity meter (elasticity analysis)

 Price importance

 Usage and revenue levels expected from 

price adjustment

Voice pricing

 Tariff plan rebalancing: aligning the tariffs of 

services to the costs of providing them, and 

then applying a segmented approach.

Data pricing insights

 Conjoint Analysis to understand how choices are 

made and consequently the importance of price 

(Trade-off approach, Full profile approach)

 Bundles simulations and ranking of preferences 

by segment.

Data monetization

(Re)establishment of the link between usage and 

perceived value of data via value-based pricing:

 Value-based bundles

 Personalized and segmented bundles

Harmonization
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

A3

The purpose is to focus both on the life cycle and on the present & future value of each
customer with a high support of a segmented approach.

Combining CLM & CVM is then a business strategy designed to boost revenue of 
subscribers from existing base, and to ensure retention at an individual level. 

This approach should then: 

• drive incremental revenue (increasing subscribers existing voice and sms usage); 
• help capturing additional revenue from new business streams such as data, mobile 

money, etc; 
• help retain subscribers. What is

CLM/CVM 

about?

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Implementation of a value creation framework including Pricing Optimization

and Customer Value-Based Management (CLM/CVM)
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Optimization of the Business Intelligence unit

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

A3

1. Conduct price analyses (elasticity, cannibalization effects, impact on revenue and 

profits, etc).

2. Implement a data mining process in order to conduct predictive analytics and identify

cross- and upselling opportunities.

3. Build various segmentation templates a the customer base (traditional, segmentation, 

multivariate, nano-segmentation).

4. Implement an automated campaign management process.

5. Implement CLVM initiatives to target each individual customer with the right offer.

Activities

 TANAGRA: Opensource software for statistical analysis and data mining.

 Bank of Best Practices in Telecoms (campaigns).Tools

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Implementation of a value creation framework including Pricing Optimization

and Customer Value-Based Management (CLM/CVM)
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 

TRAINING MODULES

2

Business Intelligence Training modules

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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BASICS OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE & ANALYTICS

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT IN TELECOMS

DATA MINING & CUSTOMER VALUE MANAGEMENT

Business Intelligence Training modules

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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BASICS OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE & ANALYTICS

OUTCOMES OF THE TRAINING CONTENTS OF THE TRAINING

 Nature and objectives of business 
performance management

 Business paradigm and challenges 
of the telcos industry

 Business performance metrics in 
telecoms (categories, general KPIs, 
specific KPIs)

 Reporting and dashboard (types, 
rules, data sources, etc)

 The other management documents 
(finance, marketing)

A / GENERAL PRINCIPLES & TOOLS B / CASE STUDIESAt the end of the training on Business 
Performance Management in 
Telecoms, participants should be able to:

 Know all the telecoms KPIs

 Identify the right KPIs for the area they
want to monitor and to assess

 Select the descriptive and explanatory
tools for business performance 
management

 Build an analytical dashboard that
could lead to action

 Identify the root-causes of bad
performance

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT IN TELECOMS

DATA MINING & CUSTOMER VALUE MANAGEMENT

 Case study: CEO/CMO 
analytical Dashboard

 Conducting a product/campaign
evaluation process

 Conducting a company’s
business performance 
assessment

 Perforrmance analysis and 
corrective factors (levers of 
performance)

Business Intelligence Training modules

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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BASICS OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE & ANALYTICS

OUTCOMES OF THE TRAINING CONTENTS OF THE TRAINING

 Terminology (business analysis, 
business intelligence, business 
analytics)

 Strcuture and organization of a 
BI/BA unit

 Activities of a BI/BA unit (internal
an external dimensions)

 Relationship between BI/BA and 
the other units of the company

 The BI/BA tools and software

 Applications of BI/BA in all the 
areas of the business

A / NATURE AND ORGANIZATION B / BI TOOLS & TECHNIQUES

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT IN TELECOMS

DATA MINING & CUSTOMER VALUE MANAGEMENT

 Initiation to market research (types, 
design and methodology, brief to a 
research agency, focus group vs 
survey, etc)

 Methods and technics of competitor
watch and competitor analytics

 Market sizing projections models

 Pricing analytics (elasticity, 
optimization)

 Initiation to data mining and 
predictive analytics (purpose and 
process)

Business Intelligence Training modules

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

At the end of the training on Basics 
of Business Intelligence & 
Analytics, participants should be
able to:

 Understand the organization and 
the process of a Business 
Intelligence unit

 Conduct a market research
project

 Understand the purpose of data 
mining and predictive analytics

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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BASICS OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE & ANALYTICS

OUTCOMES OF THE TRAINING CONTENTS OF THE TRAINING

 Difference between statistical analysis
and data mining

 Big Data and the future of analytics

 Data mining approaches (supervised
vs unsupervised learning)

 Data mining models
(multidimensional mapping, decision
trees, logistic regression, association 
rules, etc)

 Process of a data mining project

 Customer LifeCycle Management and 
Customer Value Management

A / PROCESS AND TOOLS B / CASE STUDIES

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT IN TELECOMS

DATA MINING & CUSTOMER VALUE MANAGEMENT

 Case study of data mining in 
telecoms (segmentation, 
churn prediction, cross-
selling)

 Use case of customer value-
based management in 
telecoms (from nano-
segmentation to customized
campaign management)

Business Intelligence Training modules

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

At the end of the training on Data 
Mining & Customer Value 
Management, participants should be
able to:

 Understand what Big Data is

 Identify the right data mining
approach for a given situation

 Build a data mining project

 Implement a predictive analytics
project

 Determine how CLM/CVM can
help enhance the company’s
performance

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Business Intelligence Training modules

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

Ex-ante and ex-
post evaluation

Numerous
support training

Real world case 
studies

Certificates

Customized training 
contents

Advantages of our training process and organization

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Duration of the project

ENHANCEMENT OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES

This duration is for the enhancement of the BI capabilities:

 BI readiness assessment.

 Definition of the optimal BI structure and recruitments (if needed).

 Implementation or optimization of the business performance management process.

 Determination of the optimal pricing strategy and tactics (voice, data).

 Implementation of a customer value-based management process.

 Execution of the 3 training modules for BI and other staff (Marketing, Sales, etc): business 

performance management, basics of BI & Analytics, data maining a CLVM.

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES

Our catalog of solutions.…

TELECOMS REVENUE 

MANAGER-easy analytics

(TRMea)

RETAIL AUDIT EXPRESS

RET.AUD.XPRESS

1 2

OTHER SOLUTIONS

3

Guided-analytics package that address
all the revenue-related issues

Analytical and realtime monitoring of the 
distribution channel performance

Tools, templates, applications and 
solutions for decision makers

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 
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Telecoms Revenue Manager-easy analytics (TRMea)

TELECOMS REVENUE 

MANAGER-easy analytics

(TRMea)

RETAIL AUDIT EXPRESS

RET.AUD.XPRESS

1

2

OTHER SOLUTIONS

3

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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…conduct predictive and 

forecasting analysis for a 

new product/VAS

…conduct price elasticity 

analyses and better 

leverage on that

…conduct trend analysis of all the 

factors of all kind that are directly 

or indirectly linked to revenue
…build  a consistent and 

comprehensive database 

of all the marketing and 

sales metrics

…perform correlation analyses and 

determine  association rules and 

proximity analyses between the 

factors

…identify and quantify all the 

factors that have an impact on 

sales and revenue

…track all the business KPIs 

(including hundreds of metrics) on a 

monthly basis

…identify the points to focus upon 

during the revenue-related 

meetings and establish 

responsibilities

 Telecoms executives need a tool that will allow them to…

Telecoms Revenue Manager-easy analytics (TRMea)

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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TRMea ®

Telecoms Revenue Manager - easy analytics

Telecoms Revenue Manager-easy analytics (TRMea)

 This solution does now exist…

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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 TRMea is a full analytics package that contains 4 x 2 modules to address all the 

company’s revenue-related needs…

TRMea Visualizor ® TRMea Assessor ® 

TRMea Analyzor ® TRMea Predictor ® 

Telecoms Revenue Manager-easy analytics (TRMea)

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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TRMea Visualizor shows the trend and key statistics of 
all the metrics of the tool, and provides different ways 
for visualizing revenue performance and streams.

TRMea Assessor helps detect issues in revenue, and 
highlight all the factors that may have impacted 
revenue (with their correlation/elasticity vs revenue).

TRMea Analyzor helps analyse all kinds of correlations 
and associations between the variables, as well as pricing 
analytics.

TRMea Predictor is a set a forecasting techniques for 
new or existing products/VAS. It also allows to build a 
multivariate equation or revenue.

Telecoms Revenue Manager-easy analytics (TRMea)

 TRMea is designed for addressing all your needs for a better management 

(description, explanation, prediction) of your revenue…

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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Business 

performance 

weekly or 

monthly 

database

SOURCE DATA DATA CLEANSING TRMea MODULES ACTIVITIES & OUTCOMES

Revenue streams visualization

Analytical dashboard
TRMea Visualizor ® 

TRMea Assessor ® 

TRMea Analyzor ® 

TRMea Predictor ® 

Critical factors analysis

Revenue issue detection

Pricing-Usage-Revenue analysis

Correlations & associations discovery

Multi-factor revenue simulation

Products penetration simulations

Telecoms Revenue Manager-easy analytics (TRMea)

 TRMea follows a simple but efficient process to deliver useful outcomes…

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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Telecoms Revenue Manager-easy analytics (TRMea)

 TRMea follows a simple but efficient process to deliver useful outcomes…

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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Retail Audit Express (RET.AUD.XPRESS)

TELECOMS REVENUE 

MANAGER-easy analytics

(TRMea)

RETAIL AUDIT EXPRESS

RET.AUD.XPRESS

1

2

OTHER SOLUTIONS

3

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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Retail Audit Express (RET.AUD.XPRESS)

Manage your points of sales with…

S-RET.AUD.XPRESS

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

… a tool that helps you conduct a realtime monitoring of your outlets’ 

performance (stocks levels, distribution, market shares, merchandising, etc).

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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Retail Audit Express (RET.AUD.XPRESS)

The process of S-RET.AUD.XPRESS to deliver realtime insights on the 

distribution channel…

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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Retail Audit Express (RET.AUD.XPRESS)

DESCRIPTION

COMMERCIAL INPUT

MARKETING INPUT

 Name, location and type of POS

 Commercial/auditor

 Audit period, etc

 Stocks per product
 Effective tariffs
 Purchases trend
 Sales trend, etc

 BTL (quality & quantity)
 Merchandising material
 Promotionals
 Recommandation scores and 

dealers’ verbatims

1

2

3

CLASSIC OUTCOMES

ADVANCED OUTCOMES

 Market & value shares

 Numerical & weighted distribution

 Stock cover days

 Projected sales

 Share of voice

 Recommandations and NPS

 Heap map on each KPI

 Clustering of outlets

 Association rules

 Text mining of verbatims

 What-if analyses of channels

 Predictive analytics of KPIs

4

5

A large panel of metrics are considered to monitor and assess the distribution 

channel performance

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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Retail Audit Express (RET.AUD.XPRESS)

FAST

CHEAP

DIGITAL

CONTROL

ANALYTICS

FLEXIBLE

S-RET.AUD.XPRESS has many advantages…

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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OTHER SAC’s SOLUTIONS

TELECOMS REVENUE 

MANAGER-easy analytics

(TRMea)

RETAIL AUDIT EXPRESS

RET.AUD.XPRESS

1

2

OTHER SOLUTIONS

3

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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OTHER SAC’s SOLUTIONS

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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OTHER SAC’s SOLUTIONS

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

SOLUTIONS TO BETTER MANAGE REVENUE & SALES
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Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

 Our mission is to support companies on Analytics, Strategy and Business Transformation.

What is our MISSION?
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All the 4 SAC’s business units (SAC Consult, SAC 
Intelligence, SAC Innovation, SAC Academy) work
together to achieve the client’s goals.

Our bank of proprietary, innovative and proven
solutions helps companies understand their business, 
optimize their processes and deliver superior performance. 

1 Ecosystem & solutions

We are fully results-oriented thanks to our CISEI framework. 

For each client, we identify the Challenges, extract key 

Insights, provide the best Solutions, support in the Execution

and measure the Impact of our recommandations.

2 CISEI framework

We help build capabilities so that our client could develop
its own solutions going forward.

The SAC Academy business unit is dedicated to that skills
enhancement; and then we can focus on other business 
challenges our client might face.

3 Knowledge transfer

Our proven experience of African markets enables us 
adapt our solutions and assistance to the local context with
the support from the insights of peer markets.

We have already conducted consulting and training activities in a 

dozen of countries in Africa; and we have a regularly updated

database of best practices.

4 African experience
and context

Our predictions and forecasts are based upon a combination
of sophisticated models, current experts and futurists
insights.
This approach helped us predict with accuracy the timing of the 

turnaround of voice revenue in telecoms in Cameroon.

5 AI2A. Advanced Integrated 
Approach for Analytics

Our satisfaction is based on a clear and sustainable
improvement in our clients’ size and profitability. So we are 
committed to help them grow profitably; and our revenues 
are strongly linked to that incremental profit.

6 SAC’s 10-95-5 deal for a 
profitable growth

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

What makes us DIFFERENT?
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SOME OF OUR PARTNERS

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Who are our PARTNERS? What are our VALUES?
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Visit our website

www.sac4.international
Follow us:

Strategy & Analytics Consulting

StrategyAnalytics@StrategyAC

@strategyanalyticsconsulting

HEAD OFFICE

Business Intelligence & Value Creation in telecoms Strategy & Analytics Consulting (SAC International) 

Contact us…

CAMEROON

PO Box 4515 - Douala

1133, Boulevard de la Liberté 

Cameroon: 

(237) 677 55 15 14 / 694 78 28 84

(237) 243 71 43 43

Côte d’Ivoire: (225) 89 55 82 08

PHONE NUMBERS/FAX E-MAIL

contact@sac4.international

strategyanalyticsconsulting@gmail.com

mailto:contact@sac4.international
mailto:strategyanalyticsconsulting@gmail.com
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